
Team Work Skills Assessment Ideas for Online Courses 

Assessing teamwork skills is required for all core courses in the Communications, Life & Physical Sciences, 
and Creative Arts Foundational Component Areas. 

Although it is fairly easy to assess teamwork skills in a face-to-face course, it can be more difficult in an online 
course. This handout provides a good way to include (and assess) team working skills in an online course by 
including a project where students must collaborate through a discussion forum on the project. To do this in 
Moodle, use the Group feature to assign students to small groups and set up a single discussion forum in 
Moodle where students perform their collaboration.  

By using this method students in each group can only see the postings of other members of their group 
although they all post to the same discussion forum activity. That makes it easy for you to assess and 
document each student’s teamwork skills within his/her group. 

Note: Instructions for setting up and using the Group feature in Moodle are located at the Instructor 
Tutorials link at the bottom of your Moodle screen or at this link. 

The following pages include some ideas to help you set up your course to include a discussion forum for 
assessing teamwork skills.  

 

 

“It is a requirement of this course to assess your team working skills. Therefore, expect to spend time 

interacting with fellow classmates on at least one group project.” 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place a “disclaimer” early in the course similar to this example. 
(Some students really dislike the “inconvenience” of working on a 
group project in an online course. This disclaimer lets them know 
from the beginning that it will happen.) 

Place an explanation similar to this about 

the group project at the beginning of the 

unit where the group project is located. 

This is an example of the way the group 
project information and discussion forum is 
organized in the appropriate unit of the  
ENGL 1301 course. 

http://www.clarendoncollege.edu/programs/Moodle/Instructor%20Tutorials/Creating%20Groups.pdf


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is what you will see when you click on the 
actual link to the discussion forum. Each 
group will have its own discussion “thread” so 
you can easily see the involvement of each 
person within a group.  

 

This is where instructions for the project are located. It is also where 

students submit their completed work after their collaboration. 

Once you have set up the groups feature and 
students start posting to their groups, you can see 
the recent activity going on within the groups 
right on the course front page. 

 

Create a single discussion forum and apply the 
group feature to it so students can only see the 
postings from members of their own group at the 
link. 

Discussion Forum to work on Group Project link in this unit to communicate 

with the other members of your group. Your involvement  in the discussion 

forum will be partly used to determine your grade for the group proposal.  If 

needed, you may also communicate with each other in other ways as 

determined by the group (email, phone, text, etc.) I would definitely advise 

that you exchange phone numbers with your group members. However, 

your main method of communication should be through the discussion 

forum since that is the method I will use to determine your teamwork skills. 

 

Place an explanation similar to 

this in your project instructions 

to explain how the discussion 

forum is to be used. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Core Curriculum Assessment Ideas 

Use each student’s involvement in the discussion forum to help you fill out the Teamwork Rubric for the Core 

Curriculum Assessment for each student.  Using joule Grader in Moodle can help you do this and be able to 

have documentation to submit with the assessment results. 

 

 

 

To submit documentation for the Core Curriculum Assessment, print and submit postings from at least two 

of the students while in joule Grader. 

Once you click on one of the discussion 
“threads,” you can read what everyone in the 
group has posted. Student involvement here 
is what you would use to determine their 
score on the Teamwork Skills Assessment 
form. 

 

You may choose whether to assign a grade in the 

course to the student’s teamwork skills or not. In 

either case, it is easy to assign scores for the 

Teamwork Rubric through joule Grader (located in 

the Administration block in Moodle).   

To make it easier to document, create a rubric in 

your course to use in scoring that includes the 3 

criteria from the Teamwork Rubric.  

http://www.clarendoncollege.edu/programs/CoreCurriculumAssessments/Rubric%20guide%20for%20Teamwork.pdf

